Code of Conduct
I am SAFE
when I…

I am RESPONSIBLE
when I…

I am RESPECTFUL
when I...

CROSSWALKS/
SIDEWALKS

stay behind yellow safety
lines and look both ways
before crossing.

use the crosswalks and
follow safety signs.

am aware of others
around me and watch for
the safety of others.

PLAYGROUND

report unsafe or unkind
behavior, & keep my
hands, feet & other
objects to myself.

line up on time in the
correct area, get a drink &
use the restroom before
going out to recess, and
clean up equipment.

play fair and include
others.

face forward and walk in
designated areas.

walk single file, on the
right side of the hall and
stay quiet for classes in
session.

hold the door for others
and keep the line
together.

CLASSROOMS & DENS

stay in approved areas
and keep hands, feet and
other objects to myself.

arrive on time, stay on
task, cooperate,
participate, and work hard
to do my best and learn.

follow directions, treat
teacher & classmates with
respect.

RESTROOMS

walk, report unsafe
behavior, report if supplies
are needed.

use the restroom quickly
and quietly and wash my
hands.

clean up after myself and
leave the restroom clean
for others.

CAFETERIA

walk to line, table, and
trash areas, stay in seat
until dismissed to recess.

wait patiently in line and
talk quietly with friends.

check my area, throw
trash away, and leave my
area clean.

stay in class and
participate.

listen and follow
directions, do my best
work, & clean up after
myself.

follow rules, respect staff,
and care for school
property.

keep my hands, feet and
other objects to myself.

sit quietly on my pockets
facing toward the speaker.

enter and exit quietly &
pay attention to the
speaker.

stay in my seat and follow
the bus driver’s rules.

sit quietly, make safe
choices, and help others
make safe choices.

use kind language &
actions.

HALLWAYS & ENTRIES

ROTATIONS

ASSEMBLY CONCERTS

BUS & FIELD TRIPS

